extra/opencv-cuda 4.5.4-7 depends on nonfree CUDA libraries (which isn't shipped by Parabola)

On Parabola x86_64, we have:

$ pacman -S -i extra/opencv-cuda
Repository : extra
Name : opencv-cuda
Version : 4.5.4-7
Description : Open Source Computer Vision Library (with CUDA support)
Architecture : x86_64
URL : https://opencv.org/
Licenses : BSD
Groups : None
Provides : opencv=4.5.4
Depends On : tbb openexr gst-plugins-base libdc1394 cblas lapack libgphoto2 openjpeg2 ffmpeg protobuf cudnn
Optional Deps : opencv-samples: samples
                  vtk: for the viz module
                  glew: for the viz module
                  qt5-base: for the HighGUI module
                  hdf5: for the HDF5 module
                  opencv-icd-loader: For coding with OpenCL
                  java-runtime: Java interface

[...]

Here cudnn is a CUDA library for neural networks.

Even if cudnn isn't shipped by Parabola, I've seen other bug reports about non-working packages that depends on CUDA, so I'm bugreporting for this package too.

I've no idea if extra/openvc-cuda needs to be blacklisted, or if we need to keep the package as-is.